Dr. Mahmoud Al Yamany Congratulates the Employees of KFMC on Eid Al-Fitr

The Public Relation and Corporate Communication Administration organized a greeting ceremony for the employees at the Grand Celebrations hall with the presence of the Dr. Mahmoud Al Yamany Chief Executive Officer, opened the ceremony by congratulating the employees of the City on the occasion of Eid Al-Fitr, calling upon God to bless everyone and to protect and safeguard the country. Dr. Mahmoud Al Yamany expressed his wishes for a prosperous and progressing country under the rule of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques His Royal Highness King Salman Bin Abdulaziz – May Allah support him.

Dr. Mahmoud Al Yamany explained that the City has been keen on organizing this ceremony in order to enhance the love and intimacy spirit, strengthen the brotherhood bonds among the City’s employees and give them the opportunity to meet after the Eid holiday with their colleagues from other departments to exchange congratulations on this happy occasion. It is to note that the employees’ periodic general meetings are part of one of King Fahd Medical City strategies aiming at promoting a positive work environment by strengthening the social networking between the employees and motivate them to work hard as one team.

KFMC Participation in Saudi Health Exhibition 2017

The Saudi Health Exhibition, organized by the Riyadh Exhibitions Company, concluded on Wednesday 2017/5/10 at Riyadh International Conferences and Exhibition Center, in the presence of a great number of ambassadors of the participating countries, VIPs and a great media attendance. The Exhibition witnessed free training course for three days in cooperation with the Emergency Medicine Center for first aid training, alongside with lectures to promote the culture of health care services, as well as medical seminars by doctors and researchers from major medical companies in the Kingdom and the region to review the latest medical technology developments.

The exhibition hosted more than 38 Arab and foreign countries and is supported by strategic partners represented by the Saudi Health Council, King Fahd Medical City, Saudi Health Insurance Council, Massimo company as the golden sponsor and Siemens Healthcare Limited as the platinum sponsor. On the sidelines of the exhibition, Michael Atallah, Executive Director of Siemens Healthcare, emphasized the importance of the exhibition in its current session. He pointed out that “Siemens continues in a proud full link to the Saudi market for healthcare products through its participation in the 2017 Saudi Health Exhibition and the presentation of its latest innovations. Bassam Tawfiq Al Burikan, Director of Public Relations and Corporate Communications at King Fahad Medical City, also praised the importance of participating in the 2017 Saudi Health Exhibition, pointing out the important opportunities that this event offers to build relationships within the healthcare sector. He outlined the importance of King Fahd Medical City’s projects, which was classified as the number one in the Middle East, pointing out that this event contributes in achieving the Kingdom 2030 vision through the partnership between the private and the government sectors.

CEO Message

Organized Work is Key to Success

Through organized work goals and objectives are achieved and strategic plans are implemented. On the contrary, the unorganized work does not achieve the desired goals and therefore the lack of order would waste time, disperse efforts, scatter tasks and will make it difficult to distinguish the hard worker from the lazybones; in addition to that, rights will be lost, complaints piled up and the services will not reach the desired level. Herbert Simon, one of the famous management scientists defined the organization as being: "an administrative process that gathers the tasks and activities that have to be done and transform them into jobs or departments. This process determines the powers and authorities and coordinates the activities and the departments in order to achieve the objectives as efficiently as possible." Work without order is not straight. The organization identifies priorities, draws the path to be followed and the objectives to be reached, designs the programs and accurately distributes the responsibilities to avoid any conflict. The staff will come together and work in harmony to avoid anyone working out of tune. A good organization is time management which will thus reduce the time needed to produce and deliver the service. However, this will only be achieved through the cooperation between the employees, smooth work and passion for what they are doing. The organized work results in making the staff disciplined and committed. Each one of them will become a controller over his own self. Therefore, the work will be completed through the teamwork spirit, harmony, understanding and applying the rules to all workers without discrimination or exception. Organization is a key ingredient for success in all establishments and namely the medical centers and institutions that are facing many challenges which are sometimes instant and urgent rather than on a daily basis, knowing that these institutions have to provide their services according to the highest quality standards and in the shortest possible timeframe.

Dr. Mahmoud Al-Yamany
Chief Executive Officer
Our colleague Mohammed AlJizani from the Respiratory Care Administration had a baby boy that he named Bandar. Madinati family would like to extend its warmest congratulations for the parents and prays Allah to bless the newborn boy.

Our colleague Mohammad N. Sabra from the Compliance and Follow-up Administration had a baby girl that he named Lamar. Madinati family would like to extend its warmest congratulations for the parents and prays Allah to bless the newborn girl.

Our colleague Ahmad AlAttas from the Postgraduate and Scholarship Administration had a baby girl that he named Samar. Madinati family would like to extend its warmest congratulations and prays Allah to bless the newborn girl.

Our colleague Yousef AlAbdulkarim from the Anesthesiology and Operating Rooms Administration had a baby boy that he named Abdullah. Madinati family would like to extend its warmest congratulations and prays Allah to bless the newborn boy.

Engineer Mutaz Ahmad Mussa, director of the health care technology administration at King Fahad Medical City started his career at Al-Salihiya institution as an engineer specialized in ventilator devices and dialysis for three and a half years. He then moved in 2006 to the Arab Medical Marketing Co., Ltd. (Nawah) for the same position for one year and a half. In 2010, he joined King Fahad Medical City as the head of the maintenance team for the laboratories and pharmacies devices. He was then promoted to become head of the diagnostic devices maintenance team. The major leap in his professional life happened when he was promoted to become the head of the medical maintenance team. Meanwhile and thank God and thanks to the efforts deployed by his team his administration received a certificate of appreciation in 2013. He was promoted to director of the health care technology administration and he was one of the participants in the GPPRR project at King Fahad Medical City, which contributed to acquiring a high level technological devices at a low cost.

Time Management
Engineer Mutaz holds a BS in biomedical technology from King Saud University. He was trained within a year at the National Guard Hospital in Jeddah and King Abd-al-Aziz Hospital in Jeddah. He attended several technical and administrative sessions at King Fahad Medical City. One of the most influential sessions in his personal and professional career was the time management session.

Abdullah lights AlAbdulkarim’s house
Our colleague Yousef AlAbdulkarim from the Anesthesiology and Operating Rooms Administration had a baby boy that he named Abdullah. Madinati family would like to extend its warmest congratulations and prays Allah to bless the newborn boy.

Fatherhood
Our colleague Mohammad N. Sabra from the Compliance and Follow-up Administration had a baby girl that he named Lamar. Madinati family would like to extend its warmest congratulations for the parents and prays Allah to bless the newborn girl.

Lamar spreads joy in Sabra’s house
Our colleague Mohammad N. Sabra from the Compliance and Follow-up Administration had a baby girl that he named Lamar. Madinati family would like to extend its warmest congratulations for the parents and prays Allah to give her health and happiness.

Saleh got Hashem
Saleh from the Executive Administration of Nursing Services had a baby boy that he named Hashem. We ask Allah to give him happy days.

Our Values
• Respect.
• Compassion.
• Teamwork.
• Honesty.
• Loyalty.
• Empathy.
Our colleague Saeed AlZahrani from the Security Administration had a baby boy that he named Mohammad. Madinati would like to congratulate AlZahrani and prays Allah to bless the newborn and make him a good descendant.

Our colleague Turki AlSadon from the Procurement and Contracts Administration had a baby boy that he named Faisal. May Allah bless this baby and give him happy days.

Our colleague Jamaan AlAsmi from the Rehabilitation Technology Department at the Rehabilitation Hospital had a baby girl that he named Malak. We ask Allah to give her happy days.

Our colleague Farhan AlAsmari from the Operations and Maintenance Administration had a baby girl that he named Aleen. We ask Allah to give her happy days.

Our colleague Lamya AlSarheed from the Social Services Department had a baby boy that she named Majed. Madinati’s family extends its warmest congratulations to Lamya and May Allah bless her baby.

Our colleague Hassan Songor from King Salman Heart Center for the birth of his baby girl Sara. Madinati extends its warmest congratulations for the parents and wish them a happy life.

Our colleague Munazzah Rafique from the Information Management Department had a baby boy that he named Muhammad Ammar. Madinati family would like to extend its warmest congratulations for the parents and wish them a happy family life.
دا. محمود الأمامي يعايد منسوبي المدينة
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